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‼ Farage Business opportunities 
 
The day before Mr Farage was photographed with Trump
in Trump Tower, American strategist Gerry Gunster, of
Goddard Gunster, proposed capitalising on Farage’s
celebrity to establish a new international political
consultancy. 
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Goddard Gunster International would be an “international political powerhouse”

which was “uniquely positioned with key executive staff that are closely aligned with

the new US administration”. 
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📌The organisation would cover “strategy, lobbying, creative services and paid

advocacy,” with “counsel provided by Mr. Nigel Farage”. 
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📌The proposal suggested a 50/50 “division of profits” between Gerry Gunster and

Arron Banks, with a “separate agreement with Nigel Farage”. 
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The emails suggest that in December 2016, flights to New York for Nigel Farage

costing £10,987 were billed to political strategy firm Goddard Gunster, who arranged

meetings between Mr Farage and executives from The Coca-Cola Company. 
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WaterBluSky
@MsMariaT

Replying to @MsMariaT @Channel4News

So they, #Brexit,  illegally used the U.S. firm Gunster Strategies. 
And Trump used foreign #CambridgeAnalytica employees - 
Lewandowski tried to conceal it:twitter.com/MsMariaT/statu… 
 
Back to story...

WaterBluSky @MsMariaT
Replying to @MsMariaT @AlexMLeo
"Brittany Kaiser pitched Corey Lewandowski for the campaign. Corey 
wanted to use an intermediary [according to Brittany's atty, here]...to 
conceal the relationship" 
 
"Cambridge Analytica UK Co....Can't use foreign nat'ls in decision-
making capacities in campaigns." It's illegal.
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See WaterBluSky's other Tweets

WaterBluSky
@MsMariaT

Replying to @MsMariaT

Will pull out a few details about today's stor -  esp the details 
about Trump and the American lobbyist, Gunster (which, was 
illegal to use him, BTW): 
 
"Banks gave £450K to #Farage after Brexit 
vote"twitter.com/MsMariaT/statu…

WaterBluSky @MsMariaT
"Banks gave £450K to #Farage after Brexit vote" 
 
Pymts for Chelsea home, Land Rover, trips to US-including to meet 
Trump and RNCCLE 2016 pymts to US lobbyist Gerry Gunster  
 
Via "Rock Services Ltd" & "Southern Rock"  
 
Russia "Diamond mines" Banks 
  theguardian.com/politics/2019/…
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See WaterBluSky's other Tweets

WaterBluSky
@MsMariaT

Replying to @MsMariaT

Back to Farage and Gunster's emails... 
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"The emails suggest that in 12/16, flights to New York for Nigel 
Farage costing £10,987 were billed to political strategy firm 
Goddard Gunster, who arranged meetings between Mr Farage 
and execs from The Coca-Cola Company." 
 
Hmmm....
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See WaterBluSky's other Tweets

Emails also shows a Senior Vice President at the company offered to fund a further

trip by Mr Farage to Atlanta, Georgia in March 2017 where he attended a “series of

engagements”. 

The Coca-Cola Company declined to comment. 
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Mr Farage does not appear to have declared any of the visits funded by third parties

to the European Parliament. Had Mr Farage been a Westminster MP, he would have

had to declare the costs 
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and thank you. 
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